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When I was working on the David Horowitz Freedom Center’s ‘Disloyal Military’

investigation, I predicted that Air Force Chief of Staff Charles Q. Brown Jr. would be

selected as the next Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. The media is now reporting

that Biden will indeed pick Brown to replace Milley. And as bad as Milley was, expect

Brown to be much worse.

Under Gen. Brown, the Air Force has become the most woke of the major service

branches.

Brown disgraced himself and his uniform during

the Black Lives Matter race riots by releasing a

video in which he “seemed to barely contain his

rage” while ranting “that the ideals of the

Declaration of Independence and the

Constitution ‘that I’ve sworn my adult life to

support and defend’ have not always delivered

‘liberty and equality’ to all.”

What horrible acts of oppression did one of the

most powerful men in the military experience

that made him turn on America? In his own

words to People Magazine, “When you get to senior levels, you have reserved parking

spots around the base. I was in civilian clothes, I parked in a spot and someone came out

and said, ‘That slot is reserved for the Pacific Air Force’s Commander.’ And I go, ‘Yeah, I

know, because I am the Pacific Air Force’s Commander.’”

Someone questioned Brown’s parking space once and all the white male officers must

pay.

What should we expect from Brown if he becomes the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of

Staff?

Last year, Brown, alongside Undersecretary of the Air Force Gina Ortiz Jones, the first

gay and Filipino woman in her role, and other leaders, signed their names to one of the

most shocking and destructive racist documents ever produced by the modern military.

The topic of the Air Force memorandum was officer quotas set by race and gender.

Similar quotas had been issued by political appointees in a politically correct military,
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but they had focused on slowly boosting minority officers rather than calling for a purge

of white men.

The 2014 quotas had looked for an 80 percent white, 10 percent black and 8 percent

Asian officer corps. While choosing officers by any racial category rather than merit is

racist, wrong and illegal under civil rights legislation, this fell short of Brown’s proposed

racist purge.

Brown’s quotas limit the number of white officers to 67% and cut white men down to

43%.

The Air Force officer corps is currently 77% white: getting it down to 67%, a reduction of

10%, would require serious effort to purge white officers and bar the doors to any new

ones.

Reducing the number of white men in the officer corps to a minority, 43%, would cripple

the service and wipe out generations of talent: especially when 86% of pilots are white

men.

What do you do with those 86% of white male pilots?

Gen. Brown and his radical allies who are destroying the Air Force and endangering

national security claim that their racist and illegal policy is necessary because “diversity

and inclusion” are the “key to the success of any organization”. And that requires 7%

multiracial officers.

But if that’s the case then why have Air Force readiness rates continued to drop even as

the service became more diverse? Brown’s focus on “diversity and inclusion” has been a

disaster.

The Air Force has not hit its aircraft readiness rates and the mission critical rates for

fighter jets are catastrophic. The F-35A rate fell from 76% to 68% from 2020: the year that

the Air Force went woke, endorsed Black Lives Matter and forced racial struggle sessions

on its officers.

That was also the year that the White House nominated Brown as Chief of Staff.

In 2022, the rates fell to an outrageous 54%. That’s barely 1 in 2 available planes. In a

major war, rates like these mean we would lose and hundreds of thousands of our people

could die.

An Air Force Chief of Staff who presided over such a disaster should have been shown

the door, unwelcome to work for even the worst and sleaziest defense contractors.

Instead, in a triumph for ideology over national security, Biden reportedly wants Brown

to be the next Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Considering how much damage he’s

already done, imagine how much more devastation he will be able to wreak on the

military in an even more senior position.

A recent wargame predicted that we could lose 900 planes in a clash with China over

Taiwan with the Air Force losing as much as a third of its fighter/attack strength.

Readiness rates like those on Brown’s watch and the loss of the talented pilots he wants

to see gone because of the color of their skin and their sex would be the margin between

victory and catastrophic defeat.

When taking office, Gen. Brown unveiled his “Accelerate Change or Lose” program. He

accelerated change and the Air Force lost. And it’ll go on losing until it cleans house.
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Brown doesn’t have a vision for beating China, he has a vision of an Air Force with 4.5%

male multiracial officers, 3.5% female Asian officers and only 43% white male officers.

That’s not a plan to win a foreign war with the best people, but to win a domestic

identity politics war while perhaps securing some payback over his long lost parking

space.

Gen. Charles Q. Brown Jr. has overseen a service dominated by high-ranking racists with

little to show for their time except racial division and a service branch in even worse

shape.

“I am a Black man who happens to be the Chief Master Sergeant of the Air Force,” Kaleth

Wright, now retired, had tweeted “You don’t know the anxiety, the despair, the

heartache, the fear, the rage and the disappointment that comes with living in this

country… every single day.”

Anthony Cotton, the Commander of US Strategic Command, had claimed that, “when I

see what happened to Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, George Floyd, Rayshard

Brooks—and the list goes on and on… that could be me.”

Last year, Cotton claimed that “diversity, inclusion are tools for national defense” and

that diversity is a “warfighting imperative”. Earlier this year, six Air Force officers were

fired over failed safety nuclear inspections, but Cotton got promoted.

“Shame on us if we miss this opportunity to make a change that’s required across our Air

Force to make it better,” Brown had berated because the racial composition of personnel

was still at least somewhat based on merit and ability rather than on his own racial

preferences.

Is the Air Force going to be somehow better when it meets Brown’s quota of .5%

Hawaiian female officers? Will it be stronger than the WWII Air Force whose men broke

the aerial forces of Nazi Germany and Imperial Japan? The new woke Air Force is

struggling with recruitment, with readiness rates and couldn’t even manage to spot

China’s spy balloons.

Gen. Brown has overseen a national security crisis at one of the crown jewels of national

defense and as a reward, Biden would like to make this failed racist the nation’s highest-

ranking military officer. Gen. Milley talked about studying white rage, Gen. Brown is

suffused with his own racist rage that has led him to wreck the Air Force and, before

long, the entire military.

Brown had decided that white male officers should be a minority in the Air Force. Is

there any doubt that he would want to see a similar purge of white men across the whole

military? With recruitment already an uphill battle, the military cannot afford a woke

push to drive away the fighting men who have traditionally given their lives and fought

for their country.

Nor can it risk putting woke racism ahead of competence and merit.

Republicans failed to take a stand against Brown’s elevation to Air Force Chief of Staff. If

they do not stand up against his elevation to Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, they

will have no one to blame for the damage and lives lost that will follow from Chairman

Brown’s tenure.
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Daniel Greenfield is a Shillman Journalism Fellow at the David Horowitz Freedom Center. This

article previously appeared at the Center's Front Page Magazine.

Click here to subscribe to my articles. And click here to support my work with a donation.

Thank you for reading.

About Daniel Greenfield
Daniel Greenfield is a journalist investigating Islamic terrorism and the Left. He
is a Shillman Journalism Fellow at the David Horowitz Freedom Center
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The abandonment of meritocracy is the death of any organization, military or
civilian
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AMEN! WeThePeople need to call MARTIAL LAW. Put the military to work cleaning
up the self-elected government.
https://www.daig.pentagon.mil
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AI is coming.

ANONYMOUS
+ 17/5/23

Piece by piece, Obama has destroyed this country. He and Valerie Jarrett began a
corruption project from Day 1. That was the fundamental transformation he spoke
about after inauguration. Destroy the family … destroy love of country … demonize
anyone with moral values … corrupt every key institution and deeply and fast as
possible. Boom, mission accomplished.

This week, for the first time, I thought to myself, “We’ve lost the country.” We may
be able to win a determined battle against general corruption but wherever the US
ends up, it won’t be an America I remember.

ANONYMOUS
+ 17/5/23

I think that's the point Boron is making. Meritocracy has been abandoned for long
enough that death is in the process of claiming the country itself. With the country
gone, its institutions serve nothing.

ANONYMOUS
+ 17/5/23

When I worked in the 336th Recruiting Squadron in NC and SC we could barely find
ANY black officers capable of flying a plane.

ANONYMOUS
+ 17/5/23

Communists everywhere

ANONYMOUS
+ 17/5/23

So, they are asking for and seeking recruits from the population pool. The majority
of whom are white and they are being told up front we want to racially discriminate
against you.
BTW your qualifications don’t matter.

ANONYMOUS
+ 17/5/23

Is there an email address for this clown? I would like to send him a message.

ANONYMOUS
+ 17/5/23

There is nothing wrong with the US Air Force that can't be fixed by putting it back into the
US Army.
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I have thought that for years, and my son, a capt in the AF agrees.
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You, Sir, are an imbecile.
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Because we did so well integrating the forces in Korea and Vietnam
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So if White soldiers are placed as E-1 troops, who will lead?
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Reply

Earliest date of rank. "You are senior Private, but you are white so we will choose
Williams to lead because he says he is part black."
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Block him why have another Milley on steroids?
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Agreed.

ANONYMOUS
+ 17/5/23

Likely racial and gender quotas will reversed, at least at the flag officer level, majority Black
and Gender, minority percentage white and Asian.
This will be the primary objective of promotion boards, as well as appointments to the
service academies.
Expect measures such as readiness, proficiency, deployment and budgetary constraints to
be revised to reflect the primary objective of equity in flag officer appointments, including
Senatorial confirmation of candidates.
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I am a 67 yr old Air Force veteran. My father was an Army Air Corp veteran that served in
WWII. It breaks my heart to have observed what has become of my beloved country with my
government actively involved in subverting the Constitution, demonizing MOST of the
citizenry of the country, and traitorously ushering in Marxism at an unprecedented rate.
Please God help and Bless us!
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We legalized baby killing and murdered 60 million babies we've lost any Providence
from God we might have had

ANONYMOUS
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Yes...totally agree. I am a retired Colonel and was part of Central GEA region.I
fought late in WWII.
NO ROOM FOR WOKE in the services.

ANONYMOUS
+ 17/5/23

Ok boomers. There was know greatest generation. We’ve been lied to foeva.
Also diversity and equal rites is bullshit.
While we’re at it, strike down the 19th amendment.
There’s no way voting our way out of this clown world.
CIII
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When I was in the army in the 60s, there were many blacks among the enlisted ranks, but
few black officers. To the extent that number has risen is a good thing. But you can't just
think up a number and make it a reality without negative consequences. WE should have
more black officers, but it has to come from the ground up. That means more education,
better education, and more blacks rising into the middle class economically. For that to
happen, the number of single parent black families, absentee fathers, and out of wedlock
births has to drop dramatically. As Larry Elders always say, the biggest problem facing black
America is not white racism. It is the lack of two-parent families.

GARY FOUSE
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Reply

So the biggest problem facing black America, is black America.....agree.

ANONYMOUS
+ 17/5/23

1967, FT Dix basic training. My company commander was a 1st lt Jesse Brown. Before
becoming an officer, he was a NCO, and air borne ranger. He got mad when they
stopped promoting him as he reached his MOS limit. So he said "I'll fix them" went
to OCS and became an officer. His interactions with our NCO's, because he was
once one of them, was uniquely harmonious. Lt Brown was black, as if it mattered.
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just one more step down the Democratic road to destroying our military. The CCP is no
doubt chomping at the bit
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Wonder if the Air Force Times will re post this article. Lot's of carers would be terminated if
current Air Force Commissioned Officers challenged this up coming posture is
omplemented.
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Straight white men no longer go to College,
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pursue professional careers in corporations,
military, or plan to support a family. No
rewards remain for them there.

They will form a self-qualifying meritocracy.

Thomas

Reply

I’m a veteran, USAF retired, I believe massive defeats in the next war will force the
military to fire losers like this black racist, in favor of men who can lead. The weak
will die unnecessarily, had they been better trained, because of promoting the
unqualified for physical characteristics over accomplishment and merit. A loser is a
loser regardless of the skin color or gender

ANONYMOUS
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If we are defeated in the next war, there will be no next time.. There are to many
enemies of America in these positions, military and civilian that we will not be able
to maintain this nation... It will be all over except for the crying...

CHAS
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Correct! This isn't a game, there will be NO NEXT TIME.

ANONYMOUS
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Well, if there is a war and we get our asses kicked, I'll feel better kneeling over a pit that at
least we paid heed to DEI.
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Reply

The first war lost will be overseas, and afterwards if the idiots who have neutered
the military aren't purged there will be hell to pay. If some nation does attack
american soil and isn't repelled immediately, then the generals will be fighting on
two fronts - the foreign enemy and the american people who will string them up for
treason
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They'll be trannies and fudgepackers.
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You already have a demoralized military due to O’Biden and his vax mandates. DEI
transcends mission. And mission suffers.
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A clearly racist statement like that should be a disqualification to serve in any capacity.
Just My Humble Opinion.
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+ 17/5/23

Reply

I has a Veteran Will NOT come to the Country's Defense as long as the Democrats are in
Power! America will Lose the Next War! They WON'T have a single F-15 like the 5 time draft
dodger says? Like he would know, anyway from UNDER his BED, Hiding like the Coward he
is Behind his Wife and his Cowardness!
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A Brown KKK.
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Reply

Well I just won't hire any black people no matter how qualified. That's the small part I can
do. Is that how this works? Am I doing it right?
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Reply

A woke military not only deserves to be defeated, it deserves to be destroyed, by a non-
woke military.
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Reply

It makes you contemplate your national allegiance. With commanders like this puke who
needs enemies.

ANONYMOUS
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"I'm thinking about how full I am with emotion, not just for George Floyd".

Well how about checking that emotion and finding your freaking MILITARY BEARING!

We are currently in the "next war", and losing massively on many fronts because of
emotional feather merchants like this.
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Who didn't see this coming?
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Reply

No matter the business or organization, when you put dems in charge it only takes a little
time before the rot sets in then whitey is the enemy and it all crumbles to the ground. How's
all that ebonics working out for you dem voting trash? Just look to Europe after only a little
diversity LOL!
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The U.S. Air Farce has always been mostly a bloated technocracy and in recent years has
become a breeding ground for racism to flourish.

ANONYMOUS
+ 17/5/23

Reply

The Republicans will not stand up against the CQ nomination. Afterall, they would be called
racist and they cringe at the thought. Obama started this with his famous senior military
purges during his reign. Now, the nation is suffering from it. Wait until Big Mike is in
charge!
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The Chinese love this guy!

ANONYMOUS
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I am an 86 year old USAF retiree having served during the cold war on an Atlas F missile
crew and as an adviser to the VNAF in Vietnam and points North. This guy sickens me with
his utter racist nonsense. He must be stopped as well as those who are pushing for him!
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I was Army, '67-'68, a sp/4 or less for 2 years. Serving at FT Dix, Ft Knox, and Vietnam. I am
white and served under many black NCO's and officers; along with other black, yellow,
brown, and white soldiers. Never did I observe malice towards anyone and we all worked
together and did our jobs. Quite nice everyone seemed to be, not like in some movies. There
are always disagreements, but never a fight or over reaction. Just a bunch of guys, working,
living, eating, and drinking together. They really were good times.
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After 8 years in the Air Force I couldn't get out fast enough, things were changing for the
worse then, they were giving points on the exams based on skin color so morons like this
guy in the article could climb the ranks without effort. Whites have to score higher to
advance in rank, let me tell you some of the dumbest Fks were given stripes and they
screwed up more than they fixed.

BRIAN_THE_PUNTER
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Reply

This is exactly why I will keep my Grandsons out of the military and we are a military family.
I am ok if they want to build the new toys or build infrastructure or be Doctors for the
military but with leadership this poor, I don't want incompetents ordering them into the
grinder. Look at what Biden did to those green kids in Afghanistan. And we don't even
know the full truth.
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The military tried race quota officer goals in the 80's and the problems will not go away
because the numbers don't add up. With few exceptions, you still need a bachelor degree to
be an officer and black Americans make up less than 7 percent of the total college
graduates, but 15 percent of the total population. Plus companies with government
contracts must, and those without also want to meet DEI goals, and so compete for the best
educated minority talent coming out of colleges. They also snatch up the younger officers
as soon as their commitment ends. It is a very tough battle for military officer recruiters to
make the officer corps reflect America by race.
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CQ Brown was in my USAF Pilot training class. He has drank the cool aid and really turned
into a First Class Racist. What a disgrace he has become!

ANONYMOUS
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oh please!!!!

I'm 73 years old.

IRA
+ 17/5/23
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I've been around a long time.

You've come a long way, baby!!

WE helped you a lot.

We upon whom you endlessly heap disrespect helped you,

more than any of the hustlers you tell you what to think and say

will ever admit.

A lot more of us

than you can imagine

KNOW that your messaging is gaslighting on steroids.

Reply

Wake up, not Woke up. It aint going to get better until it gets way worse. Ive lived it in
industry where unqualified Africans were promoted because of their race. Eventually their
incompetence resulted in industrial accidents, huge errors in chemical processes that
damaged millions in plant equipment, and on and on. They were never fired, but promoted
once again.

In war bad leaders either die or get sacked. But when all the leadership is bad, it means
surrendering to the enemy.

ANONYMOUS
+ 17/5/23

Reply

At this point the military is being prepped for civil war..."Just kill the white ones", the woke
commanders will say to their troops.

ANONYMOUS
+ 17/5/23

Reply

If he wants while males to be a minority, then he's just another Biden racist! Beyond believe
what's being tolerated in free America these days. We're going down the toilet.

ANONYMOUS
+ 17/5/23

Reply

If you have an imbecile for a leader expect him to appoint idiots and morons in his
organization.

ANONYMOUS
+ 17/5/23

Reply

With 1/4 of the population dictating people of color only rules for American citizens of the
21st century, most American citizens are experiencing the drastic decline in civility, honor,
and increasing weaponization of the rule of law against core Americans.

ANONYMOUS
+ 18/5/23

Reply

My father went to Canada to join the RCAF before the US was involved in WW2. He didn't
think Britain should be going it alone. He was trained as a pilot and flew supplies to Russia.
He risked his US citizenship by doing that. When the US entered the war they wanted those
guys. He joined the Army Air Corp and flew the hump. It was called 'Tin Can Alley' because
it is the most trecherous air route in the world. Hot as hell in Asam India then cold as hell
over the Himalayas. Flying on instruments only due to frozen wings. Enemy fire was
expected but they were flying in stripped down C47's with no heat. Flying gas cans to China
to keep them in the fight. For this he got the DFC which they don't give you for just showin'
up. The General that ran that mission said "Send me men who match the weather." My father
from North Dakota, cold as hell in the winter and hot as hell in the summer.
Those guys were all mavricks took the cardbord out out of their hats and wore them like a
beret. No other General was allowed to police them.
My father was a lifetime maverick. Whe he got sick he went to the VA hospital in Santa
Monica, CA. He was dying of cancer. We (children) found him there. Tried to call him and
got some other WW2 vet. I contacted the rep for that district and told him my fathers story
and how we can't even call him. The Rep was head of Armed Servifors. In 15 min he was
trasfered to the private room with a view of the Pacific.When I got there the doctor said
"Who are you girls?" I said "We are the daughters of a Veteran and Daughters of the
American Revolution."
He wasn't a great father but he was a great patriot who loved America to the end.
He slipped out of this life with a view of a pink sunset on the Pacific ocean.

ANONYMOUS
+ 18/5/23

Reply
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We are becoming more like South Africa by the hour

ANONYMOUS
+ 18/5/23

Reply

If you want to see what USA will look like in 5 years do a little research of the history of
South Africa.

ANONYMOUS
+ 18/5/23

Reply
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